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Do you want the ability to walk into a room of strangers and instantly befriend everyone? Create an

amazing first impression?How do some people end up with friends anywhere they go and make

amazing impressions on everyone? What really makes people connect, open up, and just... click

with others?It's something we never learn in school... a shame because Connecting Instantly with

others just might be the most important skill you'll ever learn. The first 60 seconds of an interaction

is the gatekeeper of friendship and relationships. It determines whether people will invest time and

energy in you... and simply care about you. Nail it, and you'll be given the benefit of the doubt in any

situation... fail to click instantly and you'll fall into the dreaded zone of apathy and "who cares about

them?" We don't get second chances in a reality that deals largely in snap judgments. Connect

Instantly was written specifically to deal with those crucial first moments of interaction, and make

sure that you control 100% that you click and make a great impression, and reap the rewards of it.

What about clicking instantly will you learn?* How outbound positivity always comes full circle and

inbound - back to you.* What ignoring small details in favor of the main message can do for your

conversational flow.* The small acts of service that require zero effort... but make people love

you.As well as...* Telltale signs of genuineness and authenticity in your smile.* Why asking people's

opinions makes them value your opinions more.* The bonding power of imperfections, flaws, and

vulnerability.When you can master the first 60 seconds of an interaction, your world is simply

opened up. If you can pass everyone's gatekeeper and leave them wanting to invest time and

emotion into you, there's no more powerful emotion. You'll be first in line for every business

opportunity because people will assume the best of you. You'll always be attractive to the opposite

sex because of that impression. Old friends will want to see you more, and new friends will want to

strengthen that bond quickly - are you ready for all the new friends you'll have?Donâ€™t hesitate to

pick up your copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!P.S. Use snap

judgments to your advantage!
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Quick read with some good tips for connecting quickly with people. Many of the ideas are common

sense but do bear reminding. For those of us who struggle with meeting new people and feeling

connected, this is a great set of tools and tips to use in business, social situations, and dating.

A good intro into material of this nature if you have not read anything else on the subject. If you

have read some on first impressions then you might not find this one exactly entirely helpful. That

being said... there was 1 chapter that I did learn something new that I marked and will continue to

refer back to often. This one chapter made up for many other chapters with mostly just

filler.Obviously the author is selling his coaching program. Which I am sure he is a fine coach and

so I don't see this book as something he was intendeding to be a world changing work. So from the

perspective of it just being what it is, I give it 4 stars. If I felt the author was genuinely trying to pass

this on as a type of actual manual or guide for this subject then it would maybe be 2.5 stars.

I'm a bit of an awkward person. I tend to squirm while meeting new people, I'm sure they think I'm

just odd. I read this book to help me. It has guided me into a whole new chapter in my life. After I got

over the social anxiety, I could meet new people and engage in a thoughtful conversation. I feel like

it's easier to make friends now. this book could be life changing for so many people.

I've got a couple other books by this Author. I like them all, this is no exception. If you want to gain

more potential Friends, this book will help you communicate with everyone you're interested in



talking with!

Non of us want's to be that person in the corner who only observes and never really intigrates

themselves into a group. More importantly, we don't want to live a life of regret and I believe that's

what we'll feel if we don't spend our lives connecting with others and sharing in the human

experience, but let's face it - it isn't always easy, right? Well, it can be easier if you learn a few tricks

about how to start the conversation, how to listen properly and truly try to connect with someone

else. Not worrying about your next question or response is one great tip from this book. Focus on

the other person and you'll be surprised how much it helps. In fact, listening will naturally bring up

thoughts and questions you're curious about, which will help you keep the conversation going! All in

all, I liked this book. I love being around people, and having the right friends has been vital in my

life. I want to continue not just meeting other people but also connecting with them, and this book

has given me some great advice on how to make that process go more smoothly!

I am a very quiet person who doesn't make friends easily. I must admit, I judge if I will or will not like

someone as soon as I meet them. This book will teach you how to make friends in less than a

minute. It has many amazing ideas and tips to get the conversation started and to make a great

impression. Before this book, I would stay to myself in a group and listen. Now, after reading, I

participate in the conversations around me and have met some amazing people. Patrick King

definitely helped me come out of my shell and meet some great people!

I think for all of us we wonder as to why we do not like or get along with someone as soon as they

meet them and this book really sheds some light on the reasons behind that and way on getting to

know someone a little better before deciding that we do not like that person.First impressions are

usually the make it or break for all of us, but it shows how getting to know someone after that first

impression can really change how you look at a person and see what other people like about the

person. We tend to miss out on friendships because we are too busy to actually get to know

someone and know what these people are all about. Instead, we are on our way and only think

about that first meeting.

I've always been a little bit awkward and have had trouble approaching people. It just makes me

nervous, and there are so many times where I don't know what to say. It's a little easier now with

texting and less face to face contact, but it can still be nerve wracking. This book has great advice



on how to make your conversations flow better and add more meaning to your friendships. Love

that the author doesn't preach to you, but helps you make small changes to your everyday life that

contributes to easier living.
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